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The collateral circulation in the chest wall, when well-developed, may be the most striking feature of coarctation of the aorta. It was not, however, often recorded by the good clinicians of the past though they had a wide knowledge of the subject in the post-mortem room (Fawcett, 1905). Coarctation is not very uncommon, as hospital post-mortem statistics show that it occurs in about one case in a thousand (Fawcett, 1905, and Evans, 1933, and Blackford, 1926). In spite of this it is still frequently missed probably because in many cases the collateral circulation is not as obvious as it is expected to be, and because the insistence of Lewis (1933) on the importance of the poor femoral pulse is still not remembered often enough.

In infancy, it is rarely diagnosed in life, and in children less often than in adults though the number of reported cases is increasing. This is partly because the blood pressure does not rise greatly for some years and because the collateral circulation does not become evident in the thoracic wall till later. Sheldon (1945) states "a collateral circulation does not develop until about six or seven years of age, but before this the diagnosis can be made with assurance, in the presence of the other physical signs—raised blood pressure in the arms with no femoral pulse and a systolic murmur at the base of the heart."

Our main objects in this paper are to record the development of these changes in some young patients watched over several years, to describe a new sign for demonstrating the collateral circulation, to discuss some theoretical aspects, and to emphasize the points that we think likely to help in the diagnosis.

The cardinal points in the diagnosis are:

1. A raised blood pressure in the upper half of the body.
2. Forcible pulsation of the arteries in the neck, sometimes simulating aortic incompetence; this was obvious in 12 of our 15 cases and was sometimes the first suggestion of any abnormality: it should direct attention to the high blood pressure in the arms when this has not been taken as a routine.
3. Feeble or absent pulsation in the femoral arteries and the abdominal aorta, and a low blood pressure in the legs with a high or relatively high pressure in the arms.
4. The collateral circulation shown round the scapulae, on the side of the chest wall, and over the anterior abdominal wall.
5. The collateral circulation shown by notching of the ribs on X-ray examination.
6. A systolic murmur (rarely with a thrill) at the base of the heart and often in the back, sometimes with a diastolic murmur.

The diagnosis is most likely to be made in the less obvious cases if the femoral pulse is felt for in every case with high blood pressure, or with obvious arterial pulsation in the neck, or with an unexplained systolic (or diastolic) murmur at the base of the heart. Although the femoral pulse is often difficult to feel, there are as a rule no symptoms of any gross circulatory deficiency in the legs because an adequate amount of blood flows in by devious channels in spite of the absence of a clear pulse wave transmitted directly to the femoral arteries. Symptoms of slight circulatory deficiency may be found on more careful questioning, especially
aching in the legs after marches or long walks. As soon as there is doubt about the femoral pulse the blood pressure should be taken in the legs.

The collateral circulation will be considered first and then the notching of the ribs; next the size of the heart and the murmurs; next the blood pressure and such evidence as we have been able to obtain of the time of development of the rise of blood pressure; and finally the prognosis.

**The Collateral Circulation**

We wish to describe a new sign for demonstrating this and to bring forward some evidence for the time and rate of the development of the superficial collateral circulation and also of the notching of the ribs from infancy to adult life. The collateral circulation was well studied by early workers and there is a model in the Guy's Hospital Museum from a specimen of Wilks dating from 1859. The subject has been fully reviewed by Bramwell and Jones (1941).

When the collateral circulation is not obvious inspection may fail to show the enlarged and tortuous arteries under the skin. The surface should be inspected from all angles in a good light and the hand passed lightly over all likely positions as in this way a small portion of a pulsating artery under the skin will sometimes be revealed. The patient should also be made to bend forward (see later).

The collateral circulation increases with the years, presumably till it reaches a balance with the demands being made on it. After surgical ligation of an artery the collateral circulation seems to reach its maximum within a relatively short period of months. The much longer period of development with coarctation of the aorta suggests that the need for it increases and this is probably mainly because the actual size of the coarctation does not increase in diameter at the same rate as the rest of the aorta, if at all, so that relatively the degree of stenosis increases until the age when full physical development has been completed.

In all our patients observed over a period of several years increases in the collateral circulation as evidenced by the subcutaneous arteries were noted.

**Case 1**, aged 7. It was visible and palpable, especially round the scapulae, when he was first seen. During the next three years it became more obvious, and still more so by the age of 13 when he was last seen.

**Case 2**, aged 7. There was thought to be some increased arterial pulsation in the scapular regions when he was first seen, but it was indecisive. A year later it had increased and during the next three years it became more easily seen and more widely developed, and possibly again during the following three years, up to 14 years of age. Two years later it was not so easily seen, but this was due to an increase of weight and subcutaneous fat since he had been evacuated to the country. By 1947, when he was 21, it was easily seen both at the front and back of the chest and also on the upper abdomen above the umbilicus, and had increased in the last 4 years.

**Case 3**, aged 25. No diagnosis was made at 25, but at 28 years there was an obvious collateral circulation over the abdomen and round the scapulae. She was not seen again for 10 years and it was then extremely obvious in all these sites. It may be that the circulation was not looked for carefully enough when she was 25 but it certainly became more obvious between 28 and 39 years of age.

**Case 4**, aged 17. The collateral circulation was already well developed. She died later that year.

**Case 5**, aged 19. The collateral circulation was already easily seen and felt all over the back and up the abdominal wall where the arteries were unusually tortuous and pulsating. Ten years later, when he was 29, additional vessels were seen along both borders of the sternum. He himself thought they had become more visible during these last 10 years and were especially evident when he became heated.

**Case 6**, aged 13. There were some enlarged arteries round the scapula, but they were not very obvious. When he was 22, it had increased and was seen in front along the borders of the sternum. In addition, palpation revealed several vessels that were not visible.

In most of these cases the collateral circulation became more obvious between childhood and adult life and in Case 3, rather surprisingly, it seemed to have increased between 25 and 39 years of age. An increase in weight with subcutaneous fat was important in hiding the collateral circulation and this should be remembered. A hot day or a hot room helped in making it more obvious.
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Where the collateral circulation was not very obvious it seemed most likely to be found in the scapular regions. In three (Cases 4, 11, and 13) it was palpable only in the scapular region, and generally palpation was a more sensitive method of detection than observation. In Case 9 the only sign of it that was noted was the notching of the ribs, but we would emphasize that the special method for demonstrating its presence was not used and we have not been able to get in touch with him again.

A NEW SIGN OF COARCTATION OF THE AORTA

When this paper had been nearly completed, one of us (S. S.) found that, by making the patient stoop or bend forward with the arms hanging by the side, collateral arteries under the skin of the back and sides of the thorax suddenly appeared where none were visible before.

In two patients (Cases 14 and 15) no collateral arteries were visible on ordinary inspection, but on making them stoop forward, they at once became very prominent, and the diagnosis of coarctation could thus be made on this sign alone (see Fig. 1).

So far the sign has been found in 7 of 8 cases tested and the others have not been available for re-examination. In Cases 2, 3, 5, 11, and 13, the collateral circulation could already be seen, sometimes easily, but it became more prominent on bending forward and became visible in fresh places where it had not been seen before (see Fig. 2).

After the sign had been found positive in three consecutive cases it was hoped that it might be of general application, but in Case 6, where the collateral circulation could already be seen, bending forward did not seem to increase it in any way.

Other changes of posture also caused the collateral arteries suddenly to appear or to increase their prominence, such as forward movements of the shoulders with the arms brought forward. Another good position is for the patient to lie prone on a couch with a cushion under his chest and the arms hanging down over the edge. But the optimum method is by stooping or bending forward with the arms hanging vertically.

The reason for the sudden appearance of these arteries with this change of posture was rather puzzling at first. After discussion with Professor Whillis of the Anatomy Department, Guy's Hospital, he suggested that these particular movements simply widened the costo-clavicular space. It follows that in cases of coarctation where this sign is positive, there must in ordinary positions be a sufficiently narrow space between the clavicle and the first rib to produce some constriction and obstruction of the subclavian artery. Any movement that increases the costo-clavicular space will then relieve this partial obstruction of the subclavian and so the vessels having their origin from the partially constricted artery will suddenly fill up and become larger so that collateral branches—previously invisible will become easily seen. Stretching of the skin or gravity or compression of the abdominal aorta do not cause the arteries to show up in this way.

In coarctation of the aorta the subclavian artery is very often dilated and tortuous and so it is quite understandable that some partial compression would occur in the costo-clavicular space. In the cases that do not show this sign the space between the clavicle and the first rib is wide enough not to compress even the dilated subclavian artery. We do not think that compression by the other structures in the costo-clavicular space, such as the nerve plexus or the scalenus muscles, plays any important part.

We have tried to get X-ray evidence for the widening of this space. It has been difficult to find a position where one can take X-ray pictures that will show the amount of widening of the space with the forward position of the shoulders, but we think that in one or two cases stereoscopic views have demonstrated this.

Further evidence that the subclavian artery is partially compressed in the costo-clavicular space is provided by the increase of the radial pulse that follows forward movement of the shoulder or other movements that cause widening of the space.
It is therefore advisable that in every suspected case of coarctation of the aorta, and even in many cases of high blood pressure, this sign should be looked for. The best position is with the patient stooping forward and with the arms hanging down vertically, and the back should then be examined in a good light. By this means we feel that fewer cases of coarctation will escape diagnosis.

**Notching of the Ribs**

Notching or scalloping of the ribs is almost pathognomonic of coarctation of the aorta though we have seen one suggestive case lately where the diagnosis seems excluded. It was present in every one of our cases examined radiologically though the degree varied considerably. In children it often has to be carefully looked for, as carefully as the collateral circulation, and in younger children it may be absent. Before 1946 we regarded it as perhaps the most decisive point in diagnosis, but increasing experience of feeling the femoral pulse makes us rank this as a more important sign because it can be found on clinical examination and because in children it is present from an earlier age.

Fray (1930) in a note added to his paper says that in one of King’s cases there was no visible rib-notching in two films taken when the patient was 10 and 12, but that it had started to show when he was 17 years of age. Brown (1939) states that the youngest recorded example of rib-notching was at 6 years of age. Reifenstein, Levine, and Gross (1947) in a paper dealing mainly with cases that had come to autopsy quote a case of Farris (1935) where there was slight rib-notching in a boy of 11 years, and add that Bland and also Sosman had informed them of cases where they had seen it rather earlier than this. They found it present in 75 per cent of the 43 cases where the information was provided, but in adult cases diagnosed clinically it seems to be present more often than this.

In our Case 1 who was 7 when first seen it was slight but definite. In our Case 2 who was also 7, it was suspected but indefinite; one year later (1934) it could be clearly seen but was still slight (see Fig. 3 and 4). In the case of Rooke (1938), aged 3, there was no visible rib-notching although the collateral circulation was fairly well developed. Neuhauser (1946) has mentioned a case where it was said to be visible in an infant 9 months old, but the next youngest case referred to was 8 years old.

Notching of the ribs obviously depends on the degree of dilatation and tortuosity of the intercostal arteries in their contact with the ribs. In all the 5 patients observed over a period of several years the degree of rib-notching increased. Sometimes the increase is only in the depth of the notching, but sometimes especially in the younger patients the number of ribs affected also increased considerably. The changes were greater in some than in others.

**Case 1**, aged 7. Notching was slight but noticeable, at first in only 3 or 4 ribs. It had increased by the time he was 9, and again when he was 11 years old. When last seen, aged 13, it was still only moderate (see Fig. 3).

**Case 2**, aged 7. Notching was suspected on careful searching, but was regarded as indecisive when he was first seen, though looking back at the film and comparing it with later ones it can be seen. A year later it was still slight in degree but was now decisive (see Fig. 4B), and after another three years there appeared to be a further increase. When he was 20, there seemed to have been a further increase from the age of 11, so that in this case the gradual erosion seems to have taken place over a period of many years (see Fig. 4). The number of ribs affected had also increased from 2 or 3 on one side in 1933 to 8 on both sides in 1947.

**Case 3**, aged 25. The diagnosis was not made till she was 28, though the high blood pressure had been noted at 25. At 28, a suggestion of rib notching was reported, but unfortunately the X-ray film has been lost. Eleven years later, when she was 39, it was well marked in the first 3 ribs on both sides. Here the rib notching and the collateral circulation both seemed to have continued increasing till a later age after the blood pressure had become stabilized.

**Case 5**, aged 19. This patient showed the least change, but all signs were well developed when he was first seen at the age of 19. Ten years later the notching was a little deeper in one rib and more clear-cut in another (see Fig. 8).
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FIG. 1.—The collateral circulation demonstrated by bending forward, in Case 15. The picture in Case 14 was similar. (A) When standing upright, no collateral circulation could be seen even in a good light. (B) After bending forward the collateral circulation can easily be seen and there is one specially obvious artery on the right.
Fig. 2.—The collateral circulation greatly increased by bending forward in Case 2 above and in Case 5 below. (A) When standing upright a few arteries of the collateral circulation can be seen. (B) After bending forward the number of visible arteries is greatly increased. (C) Bending forward, a little less than (B), to demonstrate the collateral circulation on the side of the chest.
Fig. 3.—The development of rib notching in Case 1.

(A) When aged 7, showing visible but very slight notching. The blood pressure was 142/70 and there was aortic regurgitation.

(B) When aged 11, the notching of the ribs can be seen more easily, especially on the right side. The great increase in the size of the heart is due to an attack of rheumatic pericarditis from which he recovered but was left with further cardiac enlargement (see Table I).
Fig. 4.—The development of rib notching in Case 2.
(A) When aged 7, showing no convincing notching, though it may be suspected.
(B) After 17 months, the right side only, showing slight but decisive notching.
(C) After 13 years, showing increased notching of several ribs on the right and one large clear-cut notch on the left that could not be seen before. The heart has grown but has not increased relatively to the chest.
Fig. 5.—Teleradiograms of enlarged hearts.

(A) Case 6, aged 22, with an aortic diastolic murmur and a B.P. 200/85. (B) Case 13, aged 27, with a B.P. 190/100 (165/92 after resting in bed) and no aortic diastolic murmur.
Fig. 6.—Teleradiograms from two women with enlarged hearts. Both show a shadow in the angle between the aorta and the right clavicle, possibly an abnormal origin of the right subclavian artery. (A) Case 3, aged 37, during her third pregnancy. There was no significant change in the size of the heart in 15 years from the age of 25 to 40 years in spite of a blood pressure of 230/120. (B) Case 4, aged 17. Pulsation in the neck was unusually striking; there was free aortic regurgitation with a B.P. of 200/90. On the right the root shadows are increased more than usual and there is a triangular shadow under the clavicle; on the left the border of the aorta is unusually straight. There is a suspicion of notching on the second right rib. The patient died 11 months later, probably of pneumonia but there was no necropsy.
Fig. 7.—Teleradiogram to contrast large and small hearts. (A) Case 11, aged 27, with large rounded left ventricle, a faint aortic diastolic murmur, and a B.P. of 195/100. (B) Case 14, aged 19, with a rather small centrally-placed heart and a B.P. of 165/105.
Fig. 8.—Teléradiograms from Case 5 after an interval of 10 years. In each case the heart was of normal size without evident enlargement of the left ventricle. There is a curved shadow on the right at the level of the aortic arch, and the double curve on the left is well seen. (A) Case 5, aged 19. (B) Case 5, aged 29. The cardiothoracic ratio is unchanged—10·5/24·5 in 1937, and 11·2/26 in 1947, both being 0·43. This is an example of the least increase in rib-notching over the 10 years.
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Case 6, aged 13. Although the blood pressure was already high and did not increase further, rib notching was only slight when he was first seen, the sixth left rib showing suggestive notching. Ten years later, when he was seen again, there were many areas in several ribs on both sides showing obvious shallow notchings (see Fig. 5A).

Dr. W. St. C. Symmers has given us details of a case he saw where the notching of the ribs was not present in a routine X-ray taken when he was 16 (1929) but was obvious when he was 30 years of age (1943). He had no symptoms, but at a routine examination in the Navy he had forcible pulsation in the arteries of the neck, some enlargement of the heart, systolic and diastolic murmurs widely conducted from the base, and a blood pressure of 195/95 (right arm), 185/95 (left arm), and 105/75 in the leg. No pulse could be detected in either femoral artery. The X-ray of 14 years before was obtained and no notching or enlargement of the heart could be seen. In 1940 he had been examined by the Naval Mass Radiography Unit without comment, and the radiologist who re-examined it in the light of the subsequent findings said that it showed no abnormality.

Thus in all the cases followed for some years from childhood or early adult life, there was an increase in the depth of the notching or in the number of ribs affected or in both, though no doubt a stage is reached—later than the stabilization of blood pressure or even the development of the collateral circulation—when there is no further increase in the erosion of the ribs.

There seemed to be no correlation with the blood pressure, the murmurs, or the size of the heart, and only a limited correlation with the extent of the superficial collateral circulation, the notching of the ribs continuing to increase to a later age. Other points, especially the site and distribution of the notches and the mechanism of their production have been dealt with by Bramwell and Jones (1941): they state that it does not occur on the second rib but we think we have seen it there once, perhaps due to an abnormal artery (see Fig. 6).

THE SIZE OF THE HEART

Lewis (1933) pointed out that there might be no progressive enlargement of the heart over many years and stated: "Cases do occur and are not infrequent in which with very high blood pressure the heart presents no sign of enlargement clinically even when examined by means of X-rays. It is improbable, however, that increased weight of the heart can be excluded by these means." And, in fact, Peacock (1860) found the heart generally enlarged in 18 of 40 cases, while in 10 others there was a moderate increase affecting chiefly the left ventricle, and Abbott (1928) found some enlargement in 154 of 200 cases where there was necropsy evidence.

It is clear, however, that high blood pressure in coarctation of the aorta does not produce as much enlargement as might be expected. Judged by the cardio-thoracic ratio many cases would be said to have no enlargement; but some degree of hypertrophy of the left ventricle seems usual though not constant as judged by the rounded contour of the left border of the heart (see Fig. 4, 5, and 7). Where there is much enlargement additional causes should be suspected, such as associated congenital defects, the development of aortic regurgitation often on the top of congenital bicuspid aortic valves, or secondary changes in the heart muscle, which in the cases of pure high blood pressure without the associated factors of ordinary hypertension may be delayed for very many years.

Of our 15 cases, 8 showed no enlargement or only a little enlargement of the left ventricle, as shown by some rounding of the left border, and 7 showed this in a more developed form so that there was some general increase. The maximum transverse diameter and the size of the chest for all our cases are given in Tables I and II.

Of the 7 with enlarged hearts, 4 had an aortic diastolic murmur (Cases 1, 4, 6, and 11) so that no doubt this was partly responsible for the increase in size. In the remaining 3 (Cases 3, 7, and 13) aged 25 to 36 years the blood pressure averaged 215/112 (230/120, 250/120, 2
and 165/92 respectively). In the four with diastolic murmurs the readings were 155/68, 200/90, 205/85, and 195/100 respectively (average 189/86, or 200/92 excluding the child).

There are considerable differences in the shape of the heart in coarctation, the only common feature being the left ventricular enlargement present in many cases. The differences in the shadow of the aortic pedicle are even greater and for this reason we have reproduced several films to illustrate different types.

The absence of the aortic knuckle in the radiogram has been emphasized as another classical sign of coarctation. This with a straight left border is well shown in Fig. 3A, 5B, and 6B. In other cases, as Bramwell (1947) has pointed out, there is a striking double curve the upper generally representing the tortuous and dilated subclavian artery and the lower the blind end of the descending aorta (see Fig. 7A and 8). In the paper by Hamilton and Abbott (1928) there are on successive pages a radiogram and a photograph of the specimen post-mortem and the correspondence of the upper curve with the subclavian artery is well shown. Fig. 5A is unusual in looking more like a case of aortic incompetence (which it was) with an apparent aortic knuckle.

In some cases there are unusual shadows on the right; in the angle of the clavicle and aorta, possibly an abnormal right subclavian artery (Fig. 6), and lower down on the right (Fig. 4A). The root shadows are often prominent and were specially so in Fig. 4C, 6B, and 7B.

Two men with enlargement of the heart, especially to the left, are shown in Fig. 5, and two women in Fig. 6; in each case one had and one had not got aortic regurgitation: possibly the shape of the aorta in Fig. 5A is suggestive of aortic regurgitation, but this is not true of Fig. 6B and otherwise the distinction could not be made on the X-ray film. In Fig. 7 another of the larger hearts is contrasted with a smaller one, both from young men of similar size and build.

Of the 8 with little or no enlargement, 4 showed no enlargement clinically or radiologically (Cases 5, 9, 14, and 15; see Fig. 7 and 8). The other 4 showed some rounding of the left ventricle only (Cases 2, 8, and 10; see Fig. 4) or slight enlargement clinically without an X-ray being available (Case 12).

The other 6 with no general enlargement were between 18 and 33 years of age and the blood pressure readings gave an average of 190/108 which is not much below the average figure (215/112) for the three with moderate enlargement of the heart without an aortic diastolic murmur.

It is clear from these figures that in some cases, but not in all, the enlargement of the heart can be correlated to some extent with the presence of a diastolic murmur; but not, at any rate at all closely, with the level of the blood pressure, as this may be just as high in those with no enlargement.

Another point of interest is whether there is any progressive enlargement when the patients are followed for several years. In the younger patients because of the natural growth of the chest as a whole, absolute measurements are not enough and the cardio-thoracic ratio combined with inspection of the contour of the heart is probably the best guide.

In Case 1 the heart did increase in size over 6 years without much development of his chest, but he had aortic incompetence and an attack of rheumatic pericarditis (Fig. 3). In Cases 2 and 5 (Fig. 4 and 8) there was no progressive increase over 14 and 10 years.

The first (Case 2) in spite of a rising blood pressure (to 210/105) and the development of an aortic diastolic murmur still had a cardio-thoracic ratio well under 0·5, though there seemed a little rounding of the left ventricle. At 7 years the heart size was 9/19 cm. with a blood pressure of 147/85; at 21 years it was 12-5/29 cm. with a blood pressure of 210/105, so that the general growth of the chest was greater than the increase in the size of the heart (see Fig. 4). In the second (Case 5) there was not even a suspicion of rounding of the left ventricle and the
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cardio-thoracic ratio was 0·43 (10·6/24·5 when he was 19 and 11·2/26 when he was 29), although the blood pressure had remained over 180/110 during these ten years (see Fig. 8).

In Case 3 there was possibly a slight increase during the period from 25 to 39 years of age, but it was hardly significant. In the last (Case 6) followed from 13 to 22 years of age it seemed that there was a slight relative increase from (0·52 to 0·56) and that the heart was undergoing slight enlargement as well as natural growth.

On the whole there is no progressive increase in the size of the heart with the high blood pressures of coarctation unless complicating factors arise. No doubt a balance is reached with some increase in the left ventricle, and even this may be absent.

The relative absence of much enlargement is of theoretical interest also, because it is not found so often with other types of high blood pressure, presumably because in these cases the heart is also affected by the associated arterial disease, while in coarctation there is normal heart muscle to deal with the extra work. Graybiel, Allen, and White (1933) found no sclerosis of the arterioles or smallest arteries such as characterizes essential hypertension, and this probably applies to the coronary arteries also. These facts support the view that the importance of high blood pressure (and of valvular disease) in producing cardiac hypertrophy has been exaggerated: the size of the heart is also greatly influenced by whether the muscle is healthy or not and this helps to explain why the size of the heart is in most conditions of such great value in prognosis.

HEART MURMURS

The Systolic Murmur. Characteristically, this is loudest to the left of the sternum in the second and third intercostal spaces. It may or may not be widely transmitted, but is nearly always heard in the back towards the left side, a point that was recognized early (Fawcett, 1905). Sometimes there is a systolic thrill. In small children this systolic murmur may be the only physical sign noted and then other evidence of coarctation, especially the poor femoral pulse, should be searched for. When the collateral circulation is well-developed systolic murmurs may be heard very widely, but some of these may be produced in the tortuous and dilated arteries.

A systolic murmur was noted in all these patients when they were first seen, but the two youngest were already 7 and the next youngest was 13 years. In one (Case 13) the systolic murmur was rather faint and insignificant and in two others it became so—in one naturally (Case 5) and in one after operation (Case 10).

Diastolic Murmurs. A diastolic murmur was heard at the base of the heart in 6 of our 15 patients: in one (Case 1) it may have been due to rheumatic aortic incompetence and in another (Case 2) without any obvious signs of infection it developed and gradually became more obvious, but without any fall in the diastolic pressure when he was between 10 and 14; in the other four it was noted when they were first seen at 13, 17, 17, and 25 years of age respectively, and the readings of the blood pressure were 210/80, 200/90, 195/100, and 170/105 (average 194/94). Perlman (1944) reported it in 9 of 13 cases but this seems a higher proportion than usually.

A high diastolic pressure is the rule in coarctation, even in most cases when there is an aortic diastolic murmur. It is only when there is a greater degree of aortic incompetence caused by superadded changes in the valves that the diastolic pressure is low: these may be rheumatic or other inflammatory or atheromatous changes. Thus in Case 1, with rheumatic aortic incompetence the diastolic pressure was at first 60 and later 45 mm. If the diastolic pressure is low infection of congenital bicuspid valves may often be suspected. Usually the diastolic pressure is relatively high even when there is a diastolic murmur. This probably means a slighter leak from atheromatous changes in bicuspid valves or perhaps even from some stretching of the aortic ring and it will be interesting to see if any of these diastolic murmurs disappear with surgical correction of the coarctation.
THE ELECTROCARDIOGRAM

Lewis (1933) stated that there was generally left-sided preponderance: 6 of his 8 cases showed it but 5 of them were over 40 and the 2 who did not were younger—24 and 37 years of age. Brown (1939) considers there are no characteristic changes and that normal axis deviation is often present though left axis deviation generally develops.

Of our 13 patients with cardiograms Case 1 developed left from some right axis deviation in the six years of observation, but as this and the increase in size of his heart may have been the effect of his increasing rheumatic aortic incompetence it is hardly fair to include him. Only 3 of the other 12 had left axis deviation—Cases 3 (25–37), Case 4 (17), and Case 7 (36)—the figures in brackets giving the ages at the time they were under observation. One, Case 2 (7–20), had well-marked right axis deviation. The remaining 8 had no axis deviation but it is of course possible they may develop it as they are all under 33 years of age.

It is, however, obvious from these figures that the electrocardiogram is of no value for diagnosis, as normal is more common than left axis deviation. The rounded left ventricle in radiotherapy gives a better indication of the extra work put on the left ventricle, even when there is not enough enlargement to make the total measurements outside the normal range. The cardiogram is, of course, of interest and may be helpful in deciding on the presence of other abnormalities.

Other changes in our cases were T I, T II, and T III inversion (Cases 6 and 7), T I inversion (Cases 1 and 4), a biphasic T I (Case 14), slight widening and notching of QRS (Cases 2 and 15), Q III (Cases 12 and 13), an inverted P III (Cases 7 and 10), a biphasic P III (Case 14), and a prolonged P–R of 0·19 sec. (Case 10), of 0·20 sec. (Case 14), and of 0·22 sec. (Case 12).

THE BLOOD PRESSURE

All writers agree that, with rare exceptions, the blood pressure in the upper part of the body is raised. Lewis (1933) found high blood pressure present in all his adult cases, and that in general it had no further tendency to rise and only fell terminally or with congestive failure. Often the symptoms seem very slight compared with what might be expected for the degree of hypertension, even where the rise of pressure is known to have been present for years. Our findings are given in Tables I and II. In general we have found the pressure rather variable from visit to visit and we, therefore, attach more significance to average figures, some representing a large number of readings taken over a period. Reifenstein et al. (1947) have also commented on the variability and quote a case where reading of 122/80 and 180/85 were recorded. King (1937) quotes some similar cases—238/128 to 178/90 (Flexner), 210/170 to 160/90 eighteen months later (Lichtenberg et al.)—but such cases are, of course, quite exceptional. We think the difficulty of measuring the blood pressure in the legs has not been stressed sufficiently. We have found no constancy as to whether it is easier by auscultation over the popliteal or by palpation of the posterior tibial or dorsalis pedis; we have often failed to get a convincing reading, though perhaps later in the same patient it has not been difficult to get a decisive level.

The average figure in our patients was 203/105 in the right arm, though in many we obtained one or more readings about 20 mm. higher than this, and 130/85 in the leg; there were some where we could get no convincing reading of the diastolic pressure in the leg. These figures are very close to those of Lewis (1933)—207/105 in the arm and 116/— in the leg.

Rarely the pressure is much lower in the left arm because the left subclavian has its origin below the coarctation (Bayley and Holoubek, 1940). We have not encountered an example of this but have found three cases where many readings gave a persistent difference presumably due to tortuosity of the arteries or unnatural angles of flow of the blood stream. Reifenstein et al. (1947) attribute this difference which was present in many of the cases collected by King (1937) to pressure of the distorted aorta above the coarctation on the left subclavian.
In our Case 3 the figures were 235/118 in the right arm and 220/112 in the left; in Case 13, 165/92 in the right, and 155/92 in the left; and in Case 5, 180/107 in the right and 167/102 in the left, and ten years later 186/120 and 175/110 respectively. All these figures were the average of a large number of readings often by various observers.

TABLE I
BLOOD PRESSURE AND SIZE OF THE HEART IN CASES OF COARCTATION OBSERVED OVER SOME YEARS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case No. and Sex</th>
<th>Age (in years)</th>
<th>Blood Pressure</th>
<th>Size of Heart</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rt. arm</td>
<td>Leg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1* Male</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>142/70</td>
<td>100/50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>155/70</td>
<td>95/60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>157/72</td>
<td>95/60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td>165/60</td>
<td>110/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Male</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>147/85</td>
<td>110/60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>159/88</td>
<td>110/60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>176/95</td>
<td>110/60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>180/100</td>
<td>110/60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>210/110</td>
<td>110/60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>21*</td>
<td>210/110</td>
<td>125/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Female</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>230/120</td>
<td>120/85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>28</td>
<td>210/110</td>
<td>120/85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>38</td>
<td>230/120</td>
<td>120/85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>40</td>
<td>240/120</td>
<td>120/85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Male</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>180/107</td>
<td>115/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>29</td>
<td>185/120</td>
<td>115/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6* Male</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>210/80</td>
<td>115/90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>22</td>
<td>200/85</td>
<td>125/-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* With an aortic diastolic murmur.
+ During rheumatic pericarditis.
‡ During pregnancy.

TABLE II
BLOOD PRESSURE AND SIZE OF THE HEART IN COARCTATION OF THE AORTA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case No.</th>
<th>Sex and Age</th>
<th>Blood Pressure</th>
<th>Size of Heart</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rt. arm</td>
<td>Leg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4* f.</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>200/90</td>
<td>140/90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 m.</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>250/120</td>
<td>160/120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 m.</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>190/-</td>
<td>120/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 m.</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>230/130</td>
<td>135/7.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 m.</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>190/110</td>
<td>120/80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11* m.</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>195/100</td>
<td>130/90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 m.</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>195/90</td>
<td>140/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 m.</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>165/92</td>
<td>130/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 m.</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>165/105</td>
<td>110/-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* With an aortic diastolic murmur.
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THE RISE IN BLOOD PRESSURE

Cases of coarctation are rarely diagnosed clinically in infancy, and this is partly because the pressure does not rise greatly for some years.

Lewis (1933) wrote: "It may seem natural to assume that if high pressure is found in the adult case, it has been present from the first year of life, but experience shows that such assumptions are not without danger: the conclusion that coarctation represents life-long high pressure becomes more and more justified as these pressures are recorded over longer periods. In this series there are records of high pressure extending over 5, 6, 9, 13, 15, and 16 years. We still lack records covering childhood and adolescence."

Lewis (1933) collected the records of some reported cases with readings of the blood pressure, but only four of these were under 20 years. Since then Hunter (1928) has reported a boy of 14 with a pressure of 165/90, Hampson (1931) one of 12 with a pressure of 145/75, and Moncrieff (1931) a child of 6 with a pressure of 150/100. Wilkinson (1932) reported a child aged 4 with a pressure of 150/80 in the arms, a feeble iliac pulse, but no obvious collateral circulation; another, aged 14, with a pressure of 198/135 in the arms, no palpable pulse in the leg, and a well-developed collateral circulation; Sheldon (1932) one, aged 12, with a pressure of 150/100, no palpable femoral pulse, and some collateral circulation; and Rooke (1938) a boy, aged 3, with an arm pressure of 150/85, an absent femoral pulse, and a fairly well-developed collateral circulation but no visible notching of the ribs.

King (1937) made a very complete collection of all the reported cases with readings of the blood pressure and Steele (1941) continued this, both including some additional young cases.

We have found few records of the development of this high pressure, but in Case 2 of Farris (1935) it was 120/80 when he was 9, 142/70 when he was 15, 160/90 at 17, and 166–180/74–90 at 19 years. Schwartz and Tice (1939) describe a boy where it was said to be "normal" at 15, 180 at 18 when examined for life insurance, and 176/107 at 23 years. Steele (1941) reports a case where it was said to be "raised" at 10, and was 220/110 at 33 years.

Two of our cases illustrate this rise of pressure, one especially well as it was observed rising from 7 to 16 years of age when it began to stabilize; in a third case the maximum had certainly been reached by 13 and no change took place in the next 10 years. Of course the variation may be wider than this though we think it unlikely that there is any further rise of pressure after the period of growth is completed.

The two youngest cases in our series were 7 years old when the diagnosis was first made. In both these the pressure gradually increased. In Case 1 it averaged 142/70 in 1932–3, 155/70 in 1935–6, 157/72 in 1937, and 165/60 in 1938 when he was 13 and was lost sight of: the low diastolic was no doubt due to aortic incompetence.

Case 2 was seen originally because of the blood pressure after scarlet fever, though investigations showed no renal changes. In 1933, when he was 7, the pressure averaged 147/85; in 1934–6 it averaged 159/88; in 1937, 176/95; and in 1938, 165/100; in 1940 a single reading was 180/100; in 1942, 210/110; and 1946, when he was 20, 210/105. In this case the pressure rose from 147/85 when he was 7 to 210/110 when he was 16, and then began to stabilize.

None of the other cases were as young as these two when they first came under observation and the pressure already seemed to have risen to a level that has been maintained without much change. In Case 6 the blood pressure was already 210/80 when he was 13 and is 200/85 nine years later; in Case 4 it was 210/87 when she was 17 years old (she died later that year); and in Case 5 it was from 200/120 to 180/107 when he was 19 and 185/120 ten years later.

In the older patients we only have one with a long series of blood-pressure readings over many years; in her it showed no significant change from 25 to 40 years of age, being about 230/120 when she was up and about and 190/100 to 205/110 when she had been resting.

These three cases with no great change in the pressure during ten years agree with Lewis's view that the blood pressure can remain at a steady high level for a great number of years till death or the onset of congestive failure. His cases were older than ours, the two youngest being 20 and 24.
Apart from these individual patients followed over some years we have approached the problem in another way. We have taken the average figure for the blood pressure for each age from all the cases mentioned here, from all tabulated by Lewis (1933), by King (1937), and by Steele (1941), and from our own cases. Where these have been followed for some years with frequent readings of the blood pressure they have been included once for each year of observation and a few other reported cases have been included more than once where the data were available.

With the relatively small numbers available (85 values between 3 and 19) and the great variation the average figures for each year are very erratic but there seems no doubt of their becoming gradually higher. To make the numbers in each group a little larger all cases up to 7 were combined, those aged 8 or 9, those aged 10 or 11, etc., and from these averages Fig. 9 has been constructed. It appears that there is a steady rise from 5 years to 16 or 18 years after which the rate of increase tends to be less steep. We have found no adequate data below the age of 5 years.

This fits in with the view that the blood pressure rises most quickly during the period of most rapid growth. The increase in the weight of the heart with age has been plotted on the same diagram from the figures given by White (1931). This probably gives a nearer approach to the increase in size of the aorta than the increase of body weight as a whole would, partly because of their closer functional relationship and partly because the heart increases less with age than does the body weight, the heart being 1/130th of the body weight at birth and 1/200th of the body weight in adult life (Quain's Anatomy, Vol. II, Part 2, p. 374).

There is some general resemblance between the shape of these two curves, one for the rise of the blood pressure in coarctation and the other for the normal increase in the weight of the heart; and this supports the view that the rise of blood pressure during the period of most rapid growth is because the pathological stenosis of the aorta remains the same size, or does not increase at the same rate as the rest of the aorta. The consequence is that the obstruction...
to the circulation becomes greater with a resultant rise of blood pressure and a resultant increase in the collateral circulation.

Lewis (1933) suggested that it had not yet been proved that obstruction was the cause of the raised blood pressure and that such measurements as were available showed that the total area of the main arteries carrying the collateral circulation was much the same as the area of the aorta before the obstruction. If this is true it might be that in a slowly moving stream there would be no rise of pressure. In the arteries, however, the blood is moving with great speed and the pressure depends not only on the total calibre of the vessels but also on the resistance caused by contact with the vessel walls; and the more the main channel is divided into separate arteries and the longer the path, the greater will be the resistance from this point of view.

It seems natural to assume that the high blood pressure proximal to the obstruction is the result of this obstruction. Nevertheless, several writers have suggested since Goldblatt's work on renal hypertension, that this factor is also at work in coarctation. But if such a humoral mechanism were at work it should affect the legs as much as the arms, and the fact that it does not do so or does not do so to the same extent, brings one back to the obstruction as preventing the transmission of the high pressure from above it to the area below it. In so far as there is a tendency for the diastolic pressure in the legs to be high such a humoral mechanism might be responsible, but it seems more naturally related to the small pulse pressure in the legs. This is to be expected from the slow steady flow that takes place into the legs through longer and more devious channels and tends to damp down the usual pulse pressure.

Finally if operative removal of the obstruction is followed by a return of the blood pressure to normal as seems likely from the early reports (Crafoord and Nylin, 1945) this will support the view that the obstruction is the direct cause of the rise.

**Prognosis**

The possibility of surgical treatment of coarctation of the aorta has emphasized the need for a reasonably accurate prognosis. Fortunately there is evidence on which this can be based—more than we have in the case of patent ductus arteriosus, the relative lack of which have been pointed out by Gilchrist (1945).

The classic paper of Maud Abbott (1928) summarized what was known of 200 collected cases, all supported by the evidence of an autopsy. Of these, 70 per cent died between the ages of 10 and 40, and the deaths were almost equally distributed in these three decades, the mode being between 20 and 30 and the average age at death being just over 30 years.

The causes of death were cardiovascular in four-fifths and from other causes in one-fifth: in more detail, heart failure in 30 per cent; sudden cardiac deaths in under 10 per cent; ruptured aorta and related causes in 20 per cent; endarteritis in 7 per cent; and cerebral haemorrhage, often from proved congenital aneurysms, in 13 per cent; these making 80 per cent of the total.

Special reported cases might not give a fair impression of the ordinary prognosis but there are two series detailing all those dying in hospital during a long period from 1826 to 1902 in Guy's Hospital (Fawcett, 1905) and from 1909 to 1932 in the London Hospital (Evans, 1933). They not only agree in placing the total incidence at about one case of coarctation in each 1000 necropsies, but also in the average age at death which was 31 in Fawcett's series and 29 years in Evans's series, excluding those of the "infantile" type with multiple congenital defects who died in the first few years of life.

Even these figures, being deaths in hospital, may be considered too pessimistic and it is, therefore, worth considering Bramwell's figures. The average age of his 10 patients who had died was 32, but this figure will be considerably increased as the average age of the 13 patients who were alive was already 35 years. The age of death in Lewis's cases (1933, and Bramwell, 1947, Table X) were older, just over 50, but these were patients who had been fit enough to serve in the army during the war of 1914–18. Bramwell concludes "that patients whose
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symptoms date from childhood are unlikely to reach the age of 30, whereas in those who are free from symptoms until the age of 30, the further expectation of life is much more favourable."

As these older patients, free from symptoms up to 30, are less likely to be thought suitable for operation, the other figures are all in rather close agreement that the prognosis of those with symptoms cannot be described as better than fair, with an expectation that on the average life is not likely to be prolonged much beyond 30 years.

It seems, therefore, that successful operative treatment has much to offer, provided the risk is not too great and that the fall of blood pressure found in the early cases proves to be general, as seems likely on theoretical grounds. But the risk of a fatal accident from other congenital abnormalities should not be forgotten, especially from rupture of a cerebral aneurysm, though the fall in blood pressure may help in preventing this catastrophe.

**SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS**

Coarctation of the aorta still passes unrecognized. It will continue to be missed if a striking collateral circulation is always expected to be self-evident. It will be diagnosed if the femoral pulse is felt for and the blood pressure taken in the legs in every case with high blood pressure or with basal systolic or diastolic murmurs, or with undue pulsation in the neck, when these are without an obvious cause.

The collateral circulation can be demonstrated in many patients when it is not evident, or made more obvious in others, if the patient is made to stoop forward with his arms hanging down vertically while his back is examined in a good light. This is because the greatly dilated subclavian artery is compressed between the clavicle and the first rib: bending forward opens up the costoclavicular space and so releases this pressure on the subclavian artery. Any movement that increases the costoclavicular space may demonstrate this sign.

A high pressure in the arms with a low pressure and a poor femoral pulse, or the demonstration of a collateral circulation are pathognomonic of coarctation of the aorta. They are even more important than notching of the ribs, not only because X-rays are not always available, but because they are present at an earlier age.

The rise of blood pressure, the collateral circulation, and the notching of the ribs develop as a rule between the ages of 6 and 16, but more information is needed about cases at the younger ages. The blood pressure seems to stabilize first, at about 14 to 18, the collateral circulation continues to develop rather longer, and the notching of the ribs still longer.

The rise of blood pressure and the increase in the collateral circulation occur during this period of rapid growth, we suggest, because the stenosis of the aorta does not increase in cross-section (or increases relatively little) with the growth of the rest of the aorta so that the relative obstruction becomes greater.

Average figures for the blood pressure are about 200/105 in the arm and 130/85 in the leg. Thus in the arm there is a greater rise of the systolic than of the diastolic blood pressure. In many cases with an aortic diastolic murmur the diastolic pressure remains fairly high. The relatively normal diastolic reading in the legs is against the view that there is a genuine hypertension following renal ischaemia.

More than half our cases had little or no clinical or radiological enlargement of the heart, though this cannot exclude some small increase of weight and the left ventricle was often rounded. Enlargement was more likely where there was an aortic diastolic murmur (6 of 15 cases) though even then it was sometimes slight. As Lewis found, the heart may not increase in size during many years’ observation.

The electrocardiogram is of no value for diagnosis: left axis deviation was present in only a quarter of these patients, aged 7 to 39 years.

The average expectation of life of those with symptoms before adult life is probably no
more than 30 years, so that cure by operation has something to offer. Where the diagnosis is made for the first time in adult life, and especially in those without symptoms, the outlook is relatively good.
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APPENDIX OF CASE NOTES

Case 1, aged 7 (1932). This boy had whooping-cough and measles and several attacks of bronchitis, and his first school medical examination without comment on his heart. When he was 6, his doctor recorded an aortic systolic murmur. When 7 he was in the Brook Hospital and Dr. Young noted that his murmur had not changed during his attack of scarlet fever and sent him to outpatients with the suggestion that he might have coarctation.

He was found to have a rough aortic systolic murmur and thrill and a soft aortic diastolic murmur, both best heard to the left of the mid-line. A systolic murmur could be heard at the apex also and the diastolic was more rumbling. The blood pressure in the arms varied between 140–160 systolic and 55–85 diastolic, the latter being somewhat difficult to determine at times. In the legs it was 100/50 and the femoral pulses were hard to feel.

There was visible arterial pulsation round the scapulae and shoulders and rib-notching on X-ray, though this was faint (see Fig. 3). The left ventricle seemed slightly hypertrophied (see Table I) and the aortic knuckle was not prominent. The diagnosis of coarctation of the aorta seemed conclusive, though there was some doubt whether he had in addition rheumatic valvular disease (A.S. and A.I., and possibly M.S.) or perhaps regurgitation from bicuspid aortic valves with some added stenosis.

During that winter he had some attacks of bronchitis at home, and when seen in March 1933, had a small right-sided pleural effusion. He made a rapid recovery in hospital and the fluid disappeared in three weeks. The general physical signs were unchanged: the collateral circulation seemed more obvious though pulsation in the femorals and abdominal aorta was still noted.

During the next three years he kept well, but in July 1936, when 11 years old, was readmitted with rheumatic pains, loss of weight, and increasing dyspnea. Comparing his condition with four years before, the systolic blood pressure and the size of the heart relative to the chest seemed to have increased a little (see Table I). The rib-notching and the collateral circulation were more obvious.

His illness need not be detailed, but after ten days the temperature rose to 104° F. for five weeks. Rheumatic carditis and infective endocarditis were considered and the former was confirmed by the occurrence of rheumatic nodules and the development of pericarditis with effusion, the transverse diameter of the heart shadow increasing from 14·0 to 17·0 cm. (see Fig. 3). He made a gradual recovery, but from this time onwards he was more breathless and complained of pains in the legs and bronchitis from time to time.

He was last examined in 1938 when he was 13. The apex beat was more heaving and the diastolic murmur was a little louder, both at the base and in the mitral area. The systolic pressure and the size of the heart had again increased a little (see Table I), the pressure in the arms being 165/60 and in the legs 110/7. The rib-notching was slightly deeper and more clear-cut.

In this boy as he grew from 7 to 13 years of age the heart increased in size from 11·5 to 15 cm. with very little increase in the size of his chest or general development. His murmur also increased, but this and some of the increase in the size of his heart may have been due to the complication of his rheumatic carditis. The blood pressure, however, rose from 142/70 to 165/60 (probably with a greater degree of aortic regurgitation) and the signs of the collateral circulation increased, though the rib-notching did not increase so much as in some.

Case 2, aged 7 (1933). This boy was seen because he did not seem to have regained his normal health after two attacks of pneumonia the year before. There was a rough systolic murmur at the base and the blood pressure was 140/90. He was taken into hospital to exclude infective endocarditis or nephritis. There was, however, no pyrexia and the urine was normal.

One of us (S. S.) already wished to diagnose coarctation of the aorta on a poor femoral pulse, some visible arterial pulsation round the scapula, and a suspicion of rib-notching (see Fig. 4). These signs were at this stage so slight that the other was not convinced and wrote that the only certain findings were an average blood pressure of 147/85 and a little enlargement of the left ventricle. A year later, however, this diagnosis was made with certainty as the average pressure was now 159/88 (170/95–150/80) and the collateral circulation was more easily seen.

By 1936, when he was 10, there had been no further increase in the blood pressure or in the size of the heart. His general condition was improved though he was a little breathless if he tried to keep up with the other boys at school.
He was seen frequently during 1937 and many readings of the blood pressure were taken with an average figure of 176/95. The collateral circulation was now more easily visible and palpable; the femoral pulse was very difficult to feel and the pressure in the legs was recorded as 110/60; he had sometimes complained of aching in the legs. Rib-notching was more easily seen on X-ray (see Fig. 4). The basal systolic murmur was rather louder when he was lying than sitting and sometimes a systolic thrill could be felt.

He had been rather undersized but during 1937–9 and the first two years of the war when he was away in Devonshire he grew a good deal and developed generally. The blood pressure still continued to rise to 165/100 in 1939, to 180/100 in 1940, and to 210/110 in 1942. The size of the heart had increased from 10 cm. in 1937 to 11 cm. in 1940.

By 1946, when he was 20, the signs of coarctation were typical and well-developed though he considered himself in good health and was working as a bank clerk. It was difficult to feel any pulsation in the femorals or abdominal aorta and the pressure in the arm seemed to have stabilized at 210/105. The collateral circulation was even more easily seen than four years before and was now visible over the front of the chest as well as along the lower costal margins. The rib-notching had increased and the arterial pulsation in the neck was now much more visible than when he was a boy. The murmurs had increased as well and systolic and diastolic murmurs could be heard both at the base and at the apex with a long systolic thrill at the base. Originally there had only been a rather faint systolic murmur at the base which had gradually increased in loudness and in its area of distribution. The diastolic murmur had developed during 1936–40 (when he was from 10–14) and at first had seemed like a reduplicated second sound at the apex, so that taken alone this simulated the signs of mitral stenosis. The heart had also steadily increased in size from 9 cm. at the age of 7 years, when there had seemed to be some ventricular enlargement only, to 11 cm. in 1940, and to 12.5 cm. in 1946, when there was a general increase in the size of the heart both to left and right, but the relative increase was not as much as the absolute increase, since the chest had also increased with his growth to a greater extent, i.e. from 19.5 to 29 cm. There were no further changes in 1947. He was one of the patients when bending down made the arteries in the back and side, previously only visible under the left scapula, much more obvious and widespread (see Fig. 2).

Case 3, aged 25 (1932). This woman had no complaints till after a stillbirth in her second pregnancy when she was 25. She was then a little short of breath, and was found to have slight enlargement of her heart to the left and a blood pressure of 230/120. She was advised to take some extra rest and to have no more children.

Three years later she was seen again as she had become pregnant, and the correct diagnosis was made. The B.P. was 210/110; the heart was enlarged to the left (13.5 cm. m.t.d. in chest of 25 cm.); and there was forcible pulsation in the neck, simulating aortic regurgitation, and a systolic murmur and thrill loudest at the base of the heart. A collateral circulation was demonstrated over the abdomen and round the scapula and there was notching of the ribs on X-ray examination. Her pregnancy continued normally and a living child was born at term.

She left London and was lost sight of till 1944 during the fourth month of another pregnancy. Her general condition had continued to be good, but the collateral circulation was now more striking than before and could not have been missed. The other physical signs were unchanged and the B.P. averaged 230/120 (the same as in 1933), falling to 190/100 when she had been in hospital some days. The femoral pulse was difficult to feel and the B.P. in the legs was 120/85. The heart seemed rather larger, 15.5 cm. m.t.d. in a chest of 27.5 cm., but this was due to displacement owing to the pregnancy (see later and Fig. 6).

The cardiogram showed left axis deviation and was otherwise normal though some records in 1936 had shown some inversion of T III.

She was readmitted for her confinement in May 1945, aged 38, and the average of many blood pressure readings was 235/118 in the right arm and 220/112 in the left arm. Her renal function tests had been normal some months before, but as signs of toxemia developed a healthy premature infant was delivered by Caesarean section. Some urinary infection cleared up and she made a good recovery and was discharged home with a blood pressure averaging about 205/109.

In 1947, when she was 40, she was in good health and doing most of her ordinary housework. The B.P. at an outpatient visit was 240/120. The heart was very little larger than in 1935, only 14.5 cm.
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in a chest of 25.5 against 13.5 cm. in a chest of 25 cm. The collateral circulation in the back became much more obvious on bending.

In this case, in spite of a blood pressure of 230/120 when she was 25, the patient was in good health when 40, and able to go through a pregnancy when 38 years old. There had been no further rise in her blood pressure and only a slight further increase in the size of the heart.

Case 4, aged 17 (1935). This girl came to hospital because of a hoarse voice, which had been getting worse for some time; it had not been improved by tonsillectomy when she was 10. Pulsation in the neck was noted then and had got worse since she was 14, but she had no other symptoms and had played all games at school. Her heart had not been mentioned till she was 14, though she had been under observation because of her nose and throat for six years.

Mr. Mollison reported that the left vocal cord moved less well than the right. Her face looked bloated and she said that her face and lips often swelled up in the morning. There seemed a large pulsatile swelling low down in the neck on the right side. Because of this and the most unusual degree of pulsation on the right side of the neck it was thought at first that she might have an angiona acting like an arterio-venous aneurysm, but in view of the murmurs and other findings this was probably due to aortic incompetence and abnormal vessels from the right side of the arch (see Fig. 6) with a considerable collateral circulation through the thyroid.

She had systolic and diastolic murmurs loudest in the pulmonary area with a systolic thrill. The heart was enlarged to the left and the B.P. was 220/95 in the arm and 140/90 in the leg. No collateral circulation was seen as she was well-covered but it was easily felt. X-ray showed notching of the ribs, an absence of the aortic knuckle, and an extra shadow above the arch of the aorta below the right clavicle (? abnormal arterial branches).

The right pulse seemed stronger than the left and though the readings were variable they averaged 205/95 in the right and 190/90 in the left arm.

She was seen several times between January and August and said she was well but perhaps a little more breathless. In December she was admitted to St. Olave's Hospital and died in a few days. The diagnosis made was "aortic incompetence and pneumonia," but unfortunately there was no necropsy.

Case 5, aged 19 (1937). This boy had been able to do a good deal without dyspnæa, but for four months had noticed increasing fatigue, especially after gymnastics, and headaches. There was increased pulsation in the neck and the collateral circulation was easily seen. Rib notching was conspicuous.

The blood pressure was sometimes as high as 200/130. The right pulse was felt more easily than the left and the average pressure was 180/107 in the right, and 167/102 in the left arm. The femoral pulse could not be felt. There was no enlargement of the heart (see Table I and Fig. 8). There was a loud systolic murmur at the base, faintly heard towards the apex, but no thrill.

He was seen again in 1947, aged 29. He had passed into the R.A.F. without comment, graded A1, and had served 6 years, mainly doing clerical work in the Middle East, but taking part in all physical exercises and keeping very fit. His heart condition was noted—for the first time in the R.A.F.—and correctly diagnosed on demobilization. His only symptom was tiring too easily after exertion.

The collateral circulation in the back was perhaps less easily seen than in 1937, but over the abdomen it was very striking. The notching of the ribs was a little deeper and more clear cut (see Fig. 8).

As before the right pulse was more easily felt and the pressure was 200–175/120 in the right and 180–170/110 in the left arm. Pulsation could not be felt in the abdominal aorta and barely in the femorals and the blood pressure in the leg was 115/97.

There was no enlargement of the heart and no change in its shape, the bulge in the region of the aortic knuckle being probably due to the enlarged subclavian artery. The systolic murmur at the base was still present, but was fainter and almost insignificant and was certainly much less than ten years before. The electrocardiogram showed no left ventricular preponderance, but slight widening of S in all leads; all T waves were upright though T III had been inverted in 1937. This was another case where bending down increased the collateral circulation and made it much more visible (Fig. 2).
Case 6, aged 13 (1938). This boy was sent to hospital because of the undue pulsation that had been noted in his neck. He admitted to some recent dyspnea but said that till recently he had been able to play all games without difficulty.

There was striking pulsation in the suprasternal notch and the blood pressure was about 210/80 in both arms and 115 in the legs with a poor femoral pulse. Some collateral circulation was found with difficulty but only over the back; there was slight rib notching.

The heart was just enlarged, and there were loud systolic and diastolic murmurs at the base, so that he probably had aortic regurgitation as well as the coarctation.

He was seen again in 1947, aged 22 years. He was well built and of normal height and had been passed into the Navy during the war without comment. After some months, however, a medical orderly had drawn the doctor’s attention to the pulsation in the neck and he had been discharged from the service. He had since worked regularly as an engineer, but admitted to some breathlessness with heavier exertion.

The physical signs were in general the same though there had been some increase. The pulse and blood pressure were the same in both arms falling from 230 to 195/85, it was difficult to feel any pulse in the abdominal aorta or femorals and the pressure was 125. The pulsation in the neck was perhaps even more striking, the collateral circulation was still seen and felt only after a careful search, but it could now be found along the sternal border as well: rib notching was moderate.

The heart had increased in size to 15-7 cm. in a chest of 28 cm. and the enlargement was mainly of the left ventricle (Fig. 5). An apparent aortic knuckle was probably the subclavian artery. The systolic and diastolic murmur at the base of the heart seemed louder and could also be heard at the apex, the former murmur suggesting that perhaps the degree of regurgitation had increased from progressive atheromatous changes, though there was no increase in pulse pressure to confirm this. The aortic second sound seemed accentuated and there was a long systolic thrill at the base. There was also a diastolic shock on palpation in the aortic area.

The cardiogram now showed T I inversion as well as the T II and T III inversion that had been present in 1937. As there was a large R III with no S III it was nearer right than left ventricular preponderance but was really of the R R R type. These findings with the aortic diastolic murmur left some doubt as to what lesion was present as well as the coarctation: in spite of the cardiograms aortic regurgitation seemed the most likely.

Case 7, aged 36 (1940). He was rejected for the Navy at 20 because of his heart. He continued with heavy work although he was a little short of breath. A year before he had been giddy and had become unconscious for an hour—an episode suggestive of a congenital cerebral aneurysm. He was a healthy well-developed man with a little enlargement of the heart to the left, and a fairly loud and widely conducted systolic murmur. There was forcible pulsation in the neck and a poor femoral pulse. The blood pressure was 260/120 in the arms and 160/120 in the legs. Arterial pulsation was clearly felt down the vertebral border of the scapula and wide shallow notches were seen in the posterior part of the 3rd to 7th ribs on the right side and the 4th to 9th ribs on the left side. We are indebted to Dr. W. Gover of St. Leonards for details of this case. It has not been possible to trace him.

Case 8, aged 30 (1942). This officer was seen after pneumonia because of a harsh systolic murmur at the base of the heart. The femoral pulse was poor and the blood pressure was 190 in the arms and 120 in the legs. There was a collateral circulation round the scapula. X-ray showed no general enlargement of the heart, but, as usual, some rounding of the left ventricle, an absence of the aortic knuckle, and a moderate degree of rib-notching. He complained of no symptoms and has not been seen since.

Case 9, aged 29 (1944). A serving gunner was admitted with a minor pyrexial attack and was thought to have had nephritis as the blood pressure was found to be 220/130. He had led a normal life with no symptoms. We were asked to see him because of the widely distributed systolic murmur. The difficult of feeling the femoral pulse (with a blood pressure in the legs of 135/85) pointed to the diagnosis of coarctation and this was confirmed by notching of the ribs on X-ray examination. No other evidence of the collateral circulation was seen, but perhaps it was not searched for thoroughly enough. There was no general enlargement of the heart.
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Case 10, aged 30 (1946). A doctor consulted us about his high blood pressure which had been found when he was rejected for life insurance four years before: he thought it had been about 150 and once 170, and rather high (135–140) at 21 at a routine examination as a medical student. He knew he had a systolic murmur since childhood and had not been allowed to play football, but had not been short of breath climbing and had led a normal life otherwise. In 1944 he was rejected for the South African Army because his blood pressure was 175/90 and on one occasion 210: his renal function was fully investigated and found to be normal.

In 1946 the blood pressure was 210–190/110 in the arms and about 120/80 in the legs. (Subsequently, resting in bed before his operation it was 170/100 in the arms and 100/75 in the legs.) There was a rough systolic murmur in the second and third left intercostal spaces, but no thrill: it was also heard in the back. Apart from rib-notching the only obvious collateral circulation was one artery round the umbilicus (which had probably been mistaken for a vein) but arterial pulsation was increased in the neck and could also be felt over the left costal margin and below the right scapula. His heart was not enlarged; the left ventricle was a little rounded, but would probably have passed as normal without comment.

He has since had a successful operation by Dr. Crafoord in Stockholm (October 1946). No details of this are given as he will presumably be reported by Dr. Crafoord. Six months after the operation he was leading a normal life without symptoms and the blood pressure was 160–150/90–85 in the arms and 140–145/90–85 in the legs. The systolic murmur had greatly diminished and become quite insignificant. All signs of the superficial collateral circulation had disappeared: he stated that the arterial pulsation round the umbilicus had disappeared within a few days of the operation.

Case 11, aged 17 (1946). A bank clerk was sent to hospital because of the findings at a medical board. He admitted to no symptoms except trifling breathlessness compared with his friends, but his last year at school he had been told there was a murmur and had been stopped playing games. The heart was somewhat enlarged to the left with a rounded left ventricle and with a systolic murmur in the third intercostal space just to the left of the sterna, also well heard in the back, and a diastolic murmur in the aortic area. There was also a very slight systolic thrill at the base. The blood pressure in the arms was 195/100 and 130/90 in the legs. There was striking pulsation in the neck and a collateral circulation round the scapula. Radiography showed notching of the ribs and an absence of the aortic knuckle (see Fig 7).

A year later he felt in good health and there was no significant change in the physical signs. The collateral circulation in the back was greatly increased when he bent forward.

Case 12, aged 33 (1946). A Canadian was examined for life assurance before starting work in West Africa. He had led a very active life including boxing, rugger, and ice-hockey without any symptoms, but after completing a battle course in 1943 he was told his blood pressure was too high to continue. In 1946, the forcible pulsation in the neck was very obvious, but the femoral pulse was hard to feel: his blood pressure was 210/95, falling to 185/85 after resting, in the arms, and about 140 in the legs. There was a basal systolic murmur which was also heard in the back, but no thrill was felt. His heart was just enlarged clinically but an X-ray was not available. No collateral circulation was noted, apart from the extreme pulsation in the neck.

Case 13, aged 27 (1946). An ex-soldier, who had served six years and been a physical training instructor part of the time without any symptoms found himself tired in his civilian work as a painter and had occasional headaches. His doctor found a raised blood pressure and referred him to hospital.

Although the blood pressure was 195/105 when first seen, and 165/92 as the average of many readings when he was in hospital, the femoral pulse was hard to feel and the blood pressure in the leg was about 130. X-ray confirmed notching of the ribs with some enlargement of the heart (Fig. 5) and with difficulty some arterial pulsation could be felt (but not seen) below one scapula. He had a systolic murmur at the base (which could be heard in the back also) but no thrill, and a house-physician and presumably the army doctor had not thought it of any special importance. On careful questioning he admitted that he had had pains in the legs during longer marches in the army. He was re-examined a year later. He felt better but there was change in the physical findings. Bending forward demonstrated an increase in the collateral circulation.
Case 14, aged 18 (1946). A young man was sent by a recruiting medical board because of a systolic murmur. He had had a successful series of operations for hypospadias, and had been sent to hospital about his heart when 16, but no details were available and he had been allowed to continue his work. He had played games without any undue dyspnoea.

There was a rough systolic murmur at the base with a faint systolic thrill. There was no enlargement of the heart. There was forcible pulsation in the neck and a blood pressure of 165/105 in the arms: the femoral pulse was hard to feel and no blood-pressure reading could be obtained in the legs. No collateral circulation could be seen, but abnormal pulsation could be felt at several points. Coarctation of the aorta was diagnosed and he was placed in Grade IV.

A year later, to our surprise he was found serving in a parachute regiment and was carrying out his duties without symptoms. No enquiries were made as to how he had joined the army. The physical signs were much the same and the blood pressure was 170/110 in the arms and could not be obtained in the legs. Bending down showed up the collateral circulation well. X-ray examination showed a high degree of notching and scalloping of the ribs (see Fig. 7) and confirmed the absence of any enlargement of the heart though the left border was a little rounded.

Case 15, aged 26 (1947). This man served in the Navy without symptoms, but was told there was something the matter with his heart when he was demobilized. He was sent to hospital by his factory doctor because of an aortic diastolic murmur. He had a systolic murmur to the left of the sternum with a systolic thrill best felt above the clavicles and a soft aortic diastolic murmur to the right of the sternum. His heart was not enlarged and the B.P. was 160/105. He had never complained of any symptoms but said that when he was about 9 years old there had been some comment on his heart at school.

For some reason he escaped X-ray examination and, although the raised blood pressure with a relatively high diastolic pressure without any enlargement of the heart, together with a poor femoral pulse, made coarctation seem likely, rheumatic aortic incompetence and stenosis was thought possible because no evidence of a collateral circulation was found (this was in 1946 before Cases 10–14 were seen).

A year later in discussing the possibility of coarctation, we demonstrated that no collateral circulation could be seen in his back when he was standing erect, but that as soon as he bent forward many small arteries stood out and became most obvious over the back and sides of the chest wall (Fig. 1). An X-ray film then confirmed the diagnosis by showing deep notching of several ribs. The heart was not enlarged (m.t.d. 13·5 cm. in a chest of 29 cm.). The blood pressure varied between 185/120 and 155/95 in the arms and 110/90 in the legs.